
NDIT™ Numerical Data 
Interpretation Test

Measure numerical reasoning - data is 
useless without the skills to analyse it.

Numerical reasoning is more than maths 
Maths exam grades reflect the ability to learn, retain and 
apply mathematical techniques and formulae, but they do 
not predict how well a person will interpret data in the 
workplace.

Real world maths is not multiple choice
NDIT permits use of a calculator and includes free 
response items—just like the data encountered at 
work. The test was developed in consultation with  
HR professionals so items are business relevant and 
fair. A pilot study said the test is realistic (63%) and 
engaging (77%).

Numerical reasoning is one of the most important skills in today’s data-driven workplace. 
NDIT measures candidate ability to manipulate and interpret numerical information from 
dashboards and reports. These skills are rated as “important” for nearly 300 jobs ranging from 
sales managers to executives. 

NDIT™ AT A GLANCE 

•  Measures the ability to analyse and interpret
numerical information at work

•  Administered with a 30-minute time limit

•  Suitable for unsupervised or supervised testing

•  Available in UK, US, Australian, and Indian English

•  Available for online administration

•  Contains 21 items drawn from a large item
bank

•  Norms include working adults, professionals/
individual contributors, and financial roles

The advent of the big data era  
means that analysing large,  
messy, unstructured data is  
going to increasingly form part  
of everyone’s work.

–Harvard Business Review
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Sample free response item.
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How many units did the average customer in 
London purchase?   _______
Product sales by city

Travel costs Total units sold

Glasgow £4,885 1,204

Birmingham £3,331 1,080

London £1,980 390

Customer meetings per city
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NDIT™ Numerical Data Interpretation Test 

Ready to try it? Contact us for a free demonstration 
or visit talentlens.co.uk/product/ndit-numerical-
reasoning-test/ to learn more.

Test results are presented in two ways

• A convenient online dashboard for quickly viewing results and efficient hiring decisions and an easy-to-interpret profile
report.

Candidate score is benchmarked against a comparable 
norm reference group.

Additional technical information for interperating results.

Hiring managers surveyed 
indicated that “NDIT adds 
value to the hiring process.”

Employer Benefits 
•  Predict job performance and managerial potential

•  Reduce cost-of-hire and time-to-hire by screening
out candidates unlikely to succeed

•  Emphasise the role of data in your company culture

•  Proctored or unproctored testing for ease
of administration

http://talentlens.com/
http://talentlens.com/NDIT



